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ALL INCLUSIVE BY RIU 
07 Nights/08 Days 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experience an adventurous journey through the island’s wonderful, varying landscapes which will 
satisfy you than just a leisure holiday.   

 

This tour offers just that and more! Spend your days relaxing at the gorgeous Hotel Riu Sri 

Lanka, set on a stunning beach set location. Enjoy the comfort of never having to leave your 

hotel to have an amazing time, with 24 hours all inclusive.  

Dine at a variety of specialty restaurants, take a swim in one of the three pools or be 

pampered at the Renova Spa, all while never having to leave your hotel! Indulge in the 

freedom to enjoy the hotels beverages and snacks at any time of the day, knowing that all 

expenses have already been taken care of. Hotel Riu offers a diverse and highly enjoyable 

entertainment program ensuring fun and relaxation for both adults and children. 
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DAY 01 | AIRPORT – RIU AHUNGALLE 

You are welcomed on arrival at Bandaranayake International Airport in Katunayake by the 

chauffeur guide and then will be transferred to RIU Ahungalle. 

Check in to RIU Ahungalle for lunch. 

Meals: Lunch & Dinner 

Hotel: Hotel Riu Sri Lanka 

Relax in the beach during the day and enjoy an evening full of entertainment. 

Dinner & Overnight Stay in Hotel Riu Sri Lanka (All Inclusive Basis) 

 

DAY 02 | RIU AHUNGALLE - KOSGODA - BALAPITIYA - GALLE - RIU AHUNGALLE 

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Meals: Breakfast, Lunch& Dinner 

Hotel: Hotel Riu Sri Lanka 

Proceed to the turtle hatchery in Kosgoda. 

Proceed to Balapitiya for a boat ride in Madu River and experience fish therapy. 

Balapitiya is a picturesque coastal town, located in the Southern Province in Sri Lanka.  It is 

the nearest town to the infamous Madu River.  The town has many dated mansions and 

villas, which are now transformed into attractive boutique villas and hotels, which make 

finding suitable accommodation easier.  Surfing and snorkeling facilities are available and 

even deep sea fishing trips can be enjoyed. 

One of the main attractions is the Madu River safari.  Madu River, which flows across 

Balapitiya, boasts of having many small islands most of which are uninhabited and covered 

with mangroves.  With its variety of flora and fauna, it is fast becoming a popular spot for 

ECO tourists and bird watchers alike. 

Return to the hotel for lunch. 

Proceed to Galle for visiting the Dutch Fort. 

The new hub of ‘cool’ and creative activity in Sri Lanka, the Southern capital of Galle is 

enjoying a great comeback.  Galle and its outskirts have now become a favored hotspot 

for travellers looking for an all-round holiday.  The main attraction of Galle is the 17C Dutch 
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Fort, a UNESCO protected World Heritage site.  Historically, Galle was a location of 

paramount importance due to its strategic location on the South coast as well as its natural 

harbor.  The center of ancient trade in gems, pearls, spices and more Galle was the port of 

call for many seekers of tropical treasure.  

Return to the hotel. 

Dinner & Overnight Stay in Hotel Riu Sri Lanka. (All Inclusive Basis) 

 

DAY 03 | RIU AHUNGALLE 

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Relax in the beach during the day and RIU offers you an evening of fun and entertainment. 

Meals: Breakfast & Dinner 

 

Hotel: Hotel Riu Sri Lanka 

Dinner & Overnight Stay in Hotel Riu Sri Lanka. (All Inclusive Basis) 

  

DAY 04 | RIU AHUNGALLE 

Breakfast at the hotel and spend the day at leisure.  

Meals: Breakfast & Dinner 

 

Hotel: Hotel Riu Sri Lanka 

More fun and entertainment from RIU. 

Dinner & Overnight Stay in Hotel Riu Sri Lanka. (All Inclusive Basis) 

 

DAY 05 | RIU AHUNGALLE  

Breakfast at the hotel. 

 

Meals: Breakfast & Dinner 

 

Hotel: Hotel Riu Sri Lanka  

Spend the day at leisure. 
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More fun and entertainment from RIU. 

Dinner & Overnight Stay in Hotel Riu Sri Lanka. (All Inclusive Basis) 

 

****** End of Services ****** 

 

 

TOUR COST   

PERIOD - 01.05.2019 - 31.10.2019 

NO OF PAX PER PERSON (DBL SHARING) AUS $ 

02 PAX 1411.00 

 

PRICE INCLUSIVE OF: 

 Accommodation 05 star hotel on All Inclusive Basis starting with lunch on Day 01 and 

ending with breakfast on Day 08. Cost may change. (Including All Beverages and 

Alcohol) 

 Arrival, departure transfers and the tour as per the itinerary in an air conditioned Car 

accompanied with an English speaking licensed Chauffer guide.   

 Passenger Insurance (Vehicle)   

 Fuel, Parking & highway fees   

 Complimentary SIM Card on arrival 

 Garlands on arrival 

 All currently applicable government taxes and service charges 

 

PRICE EXCLUSIONS: 

 Cost of Entrance Tickets  

 Peak period supplements 

 International air-fare, airport tax or any kind of insurance cover other than what is 

stated.   

 Items of personal nature like drinks, laundry, telephone calls, tips, etc.  

  Any other Sites not mentioned in the itinerary.   

  Any other item not specifically mentioned above in ‘PRICE INCLUSIONS’.   

 Visa fees to Sri Lanka. 
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GENERAL: 

 Hotel check-in time: 1400 h, Hotel check-out time: 1100 h.  

 ‘No Show’ will not be entitled to any refunds.   

 Acceptance of these ‘Terms and Conditions’ is a requirement of your booking. 

Submission of a booking is your acknowledgement that you have read, understood 

and agreed to be bound by these ‘Terms and Conditions’. 

 

 

 

PAYMENT:  

 In order to confirm your tour package, full payment is required upon confirmation.   

 Credit Card payments require a 3.5% surcharge.  

 Bank TT or Pay Pal (3.5% surcharge required) are accepted which is a common 

mode of payment   

 

TOUR CANCELLATION POLICY: 

 90 days or more before departure – LOSS OF DEPOSIT!  

 89 to 64 days before departure - 25% of Tour Cost 

 63 to 43 days before departure - 50% of Tour Cost  

 42 to 31 days before departure - 75% of Tour Cost  

 Within 30 days of departure - 100% of Tour Cost 


